
Introduction to Mid Back

 Physical Therapy in Canton for Mid Back
Welcome to the BodyFit Physical Therapy’s resource about mid back issues.

Regardless of what you think, a degenerative disc isn't a music CD
that you don't want your kids to listen to.  Rather it is an incredibly painful Mid Back condition that is less
fun to deal with than a mini-van full of teenagers listening to the latest song by Lady GaGa.

If you currently suffer from Mid Back problems that are getting you down, both in spirit and in posture, it's
time you did something about it.

This area of our site is designed to help you know what to do and how to fix Mid Back pain that could be
caused from ruptured or bulging discs or to help you determine if you pulled a major muscle while cleaning
your kid's room last weekend.

You don't have to live with Mid Back pain, your condition, more than likely is completely treatable when
you enlist our help.  However, you might have to live with the music your kid plays, at least until they go to
college.

Click on a link below to learn more:

Thoracic Spine Anatomy
Thoracic Disc Herniation
Mid Back Surgery
Research Articles 

Hear from some of our patients who we treated for Back Pain
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https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Thoracic-Spine-Anatomy/a~316/article.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Thoracic-Disc-Herniation/a~317/article.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com:443/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Introduction-to-Mid-Back/a~2278/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Mid-Back-Surgery/c~159/category.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com:443/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Introduction-to-Mid-Back/a~2278/Injuries-Conditions/Mid-Back/Research-Articles/c~156/category.html


“ Cindy is absolutely wonderful to work with. I am a huge advocate for physical therapy but I wanted to see
someone who can address all the pain I was experiencing and not just one specific area. I... ”
“ Cindy is absolutely wonderful to work with. I am a huge advocate for physical therapy but I wanted to see
someone who can address all the pain I was experiencing and not just one specific area. I like how I got 1:1
attention for a full hour. I noticed an improvement almost immediately. She's extremely personable and so
smart. Sessions with her are worth every penny and I look forward to coming back whenever I need a little
tune up. ”
Richelle W
Canton, CT
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“ I had some general back pain and scheduled a few sessions with Cindy. She provided a ton of help with a
variety of stretching techniques to help reset and refresh. First class facility and instruction... ”
“ I had some general back pain and scheduled a few sessions with Cindy. She provided a ton of help with a
variety of stretching techniques to help reset and refresh. First class facility and instruction at this place. ”
Jon B
Canton, CT
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“ I came to Cindy in early 2022 due to ongoing hamstring and lower back pain from a running injury that
surfaced in the summer of 2021. Cindy did an amazing job assessing my pain and issues from a... ”
“ I came to Cindy in early 2022 due to ongoing hamstring and lower back pain from a running injury that
surfaced in the summer of 2021. Cindy did an amazing job assessing my pain and issues from a
whole-person, individualized approach. She provided me a combination of treatments during my
appointments and the tools and homework to help me overcome and manage my pain. I honestly donâ’�t
know if I would have been able to get over the hump without her and am able to run pain free now. I would
100% recommend BodyFit Physical Therapy to anyone especially runners overcoming an injury and pain! ”
Melinda G
Canton, CT
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